Collective reaction behavior of an oscillating system coupled with an excitable reaction.
The collective reaction behavior of limit cycles coupled to a nonoscillatory forcing is investigated experimentally and computationally. The coupled chemical system is constructed by adding 1,4-cyclohexanedione (CHD), a species which is capable of forming an oscillator with acidic bromate, into the cerium-catalyzed Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. Two levels of coupling exist in the system: (1) through autocatalytic reactions with bromine dioxide radicals and (2) via reactions with oxidized metal catalysts. Experiments illustrate that there is an optimum [1,4-CHD]/[cerium] ratio for inducing complex oscillations, whereas in the 1,4-CHD and malonic acid concentration phase plane two resonant ratios are observed for the onset of complex behavior. In addition, bromate, the oxidant for both suboscillators, also exhibits subtle influences on the complexity of the collective reaction behavior. The experimental observations are qualitatively reproduced with the Field-Koros-Noyes mechanism, modified to account for the coupling reactions with the 1,4-CHD-bromate system.